Abstract-Using a sentiment lexicon for German translated into English, Italian, Spanish and Swedish, Tumblr URL names for blog archives are inspected with regard to the category of the content. Across the five languages, where the content would be of concern to anyone who would be inclined to filter offensive content, the URLs are constructed with negative sentiment expressions more often than positive sentiment expressions. Other relations suggestive of either conformity or opposition in expression between the modalities of blog name and blog content in image in text are not strongly visible in the 1000 URL sample studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
The literature on consistency of message across modalities of communication often addresses propositional content [1] . Others also find interesting the extent to which affective content that accompanies propositional content is conveyed across modalities [2] . While there is considerable discussion of what cross-modal relations are relevant to study [3] , [4] , basic relations of conformity, contradiction and association appear most relevant, whether the content is propositional or affective.
One question to be addressed is whether cross-linguistically, the sentiment associated with terms is manifest in cross-modal content that users index by those terms. In constructing a blog identifier in Tumblr or related services, a blogger must make a choice. Where that choice is a general word or phrase, as opposed to a proper name, it seems safe to assume that the expression is not random, but rather provides some clue to the organization of content developed at the blog. If a blog wears "disgust" in its name, and the content contained in the blog lives up to that description, then there is multimodal conformity. In comparing blog names to content hosted, one is testing conformity of message across modalities that the blogger chooses to use. This work seeks to construct a method for assessing the degree of multimodal conformity in relation to alternatives such as ironic divergence or random patterns.
Apart from the general exercise of classifying human behavior in these terms, a follow-on benefit may obtain. If there is a strong positive correlation between negative sentiment expressions and the "negative" content hosted at websites with names derived from those expressions then there is an easy filter that could be applied to suppress mention of those URLs in online fora where moderation is desired. More generally, filtering is available if properties of the site name in itself give reliable clues about the content. It is easy to imagine situations in which such suppression might be sought, for example if a technology company wishes to filter user-generated content that is located in its user support fora. Such fora have a tendency to develop as online communities, with occasional discussions that wander away from the core topic of the forum. In the course of such discussions, it may well be that users post links to other sites that are friendly (as well as links to sites that relate to the technology content under discussion). The host of the site may choose to ban all such links, or the site may wish to be less proscriptive, implementing intelligent filters. The work reported here is one step in the evaluation of the viability of such filters.
II. MULTIMODAL MATCHING

A. Method
A German sentiment lexicon was obtained [5] . The lexicon grades sentiment between -1 and 1. The original list contains over 1818 base form negative words and 1650 with positive sentiment scores; with synonyms, the total lexicon exceeds 31,000 items. From each base form list, 100 items were selected at random, without replacement. Tumblr archives were tested on the basis of these 200 expressions. For any given item, the corresponding URL, item.tumblr.com/archive, was manually inspected and classified. Multiple categories were used, but any one blog received a single label. The hypothesis was that negative terms would lead to more offensive web archives, and that positive terms would lead to content archives unlikely to offend. Assessing content in relation to the sentiment-scored words implements a kind of multimodal message compatibility check.
Using an online translation service, the 100 terms were translated into other languages: English, Spanish, Italian and Swedish. This was in order to address at least the languages covered by the cross-linguistic emoticon studies of [6] , [7] . The idea is that the translated word is likely to have a comparable sentiment in the translation target language. By looking at the content associated with translations of a word with a certain sentiment score, one can consider the multimodal compatibility check across language groups. Of course, it is possible that the translated words, if assessed within language using the methods of [5] would not have sentiment scores identical to the German scores. On the other hand, there is no prior reason to anticipate radical differences in scores, except for considerations raised below. Tumblr archives were surveyed on these original and translated expressions.
A potential confound in the data may arise from that translations could yield "false friends" in one language or another. Additionally, some words lacked direct translation from the original material, and the default technique of the online translation service used appears to be to use English as a pivot language where more informed direct translations are not available. In some cases, a back-off strategy of the online MT service results in English words being proposed as translations in other languages. Where this occurred, the English words were inspected, and tested further to verify that they were not coincidentally "true friends". Where this did not appear to be the case, synonyms were sought. Orthographically, no words with umlauts or other diacritics appear to form Tumblr titles. Where they appeared in words, the resulting pages would not be found. In these cases, systematic alternatives were sought (e.g., fatastico in place of fatástico;
1 in the cause of umlauts, first the page without the umlaut was sought, and then the page with a long form -"ae", then "a", instead of "ä", etc.). Fig. 1 provides a baseline for interpreting illustrations that follow. The scale on the right of the level plot provides a coding of sentiment levels witnessed in the sample based on shading, with darker levels indicating magnitude of negative sentiment [8] . The y-axis is labelled according to the 200 item numbers. Thus, the plot illustrates what is stated above, namely, that the word or phrase used in each language is accorded the same sentiment as the German counterpart.
If pages examined were non-empty, distinctive images were probed to form coarse-grained classification of the audience on the basis of user-identification labels for those who left comments. This allows an assessment of the nature of the content and its audience appeal. An iterative process of checking comments on pages with content and then the pages of the commenters is applied. However, only a few pieces of information were recorded for each URL: the coarse grained classification, an assessment of the quantity of postings, and the year of last posting to the account. The categorization was iterative, in that after an initial labelling of the content of each of the 1000 URLS, the profiling of the dataset according to those categories yielded many singleton categories (one that applied to the images at a single URL, however many images were there). The category sex was used if images included graphic depictions of the act (or in one case, textual description of prostitution in Kiev) even if this did not describe the largest quantity of items in the blog. 2 One URL specifically about poker was classified under sports. 3 In general, classification was subjective, including the generation of classification labels, on the basis of a dominant impression formed from 1 An exception to this is when the resulting modification evidently creates a word from another language, such as for Swedishöka andökat, or German nervös. E n g li s h G e r m a n It a li a n S p a n is TABLE II , along with a recategorization into a smaller set of supercategories. 4 The category concern is comprised of those subcategories for which one might anticipate a desire to have successful filtering, in applications such as discussed at the outset. The number of URLs must be interpreted as an estimate: for any URL inspected, if it contained fewer than 100 posts, the figure was counted exactly, and otherwise it was estimated with a finite number of round unit labels (100, 200, 500 or 1000, as appropriate), and therefore a URL may be recorded as having 1000 posts when actually it has ten thousand. 5 Therefore, the counts were treated as an ordered nominal variable, as profiled in TABLE I. The count band that includes exactly zero requires further explanation, since it represents the count of URLs with no content. The negative wordlist contained 182 items and the positive wordlist, 198 items, that gave rise to URLs that did not exist (a subset of these required further probing with alternatives for accented characters as described above, but lacked URLs under any of those probes; those that did exist under unaccented vowels were counted in appropriate categories). Further, 86 of the negative and 92 of the positive wordlist URLs existed but contained no content. Finally, eight of the negative and three of the positive wordlist entries pointed to password protected URLs -these were counted as displaying no content. While overall, the number of items in the zero count-band is larger than the number of URLs with content, distribution between negative and positive wordlist items is not significant (χ 2 = 1.0439, df = 1). The result of classifying URLs in this way is depicted in Fig. 2 , which is to be contrasted with Fig. 1 . The rows are thicker and fewer in Fig. 2 because URLs derived from individual words of Fig. 1 are grouped under categories here. The sentiment scores associated with the German language words that figure into URLs are constant, but the grouping of these into categories in each of the five languages depends on the categories that seemed suitable for the content supplied by those URLs. Not every category has instances for each language; these are the white areas of Fig. 2 . Consider the example of sex. None of the URLs for German contained explicit images of sexual acts. Words in Italian that gave rise to URLs containing such content were translations of German words that had relatively strong negative sentiment scores, while English words that led to sexual content were translations of German words with modestly positive sentiment scores. Fig. 2 depicts an additional reclassification, one based on the smaller set of supercategories from TABLE II. 
G e r m a n It a li a n S p a n is 6 The category nf abbreviates not-found; hw abbreviates hello-world and absent is synonymous with not-found.
Language
G e r m a n It a li a n S p a n is The data is organized in this way in order to pose questions against it. For example, it has been estimated that 22% of direct links to Tumblr sites were from adult content providers [9] . One might therefore wonder what percentage of Tumblr content depicts sexual activity (explicitly or nearly so). Using the dataset constructed, one may make an approximate response, since the selection of URLs is anchored in sentimentscored items, rather than random selections of Tumblr URLs without regard to sentiment items in their names. More generally, it is desirable to know whether one can predict, on the basis of sentiment scores for an expression (and language), the category label that will be fit the content of a Tumblr blog which has the expression in its name. This serves as a measure of cross-modal conformity in natural self-expression.
B. Results
1) Quantifying adult content:
In many cases, in an attempt to assess the content of a blog on the basis of the blogs of commenters, it appears to be possible to apply the iterative process of checking comments on Tumblr pages and then pages of the commenters with breadth and depth of five (five commenters' pages and five levels from there) before landing on content that one would imagine offensive, disgusting or otherwise disturbing to many [10] . In assessing the proportional content explicitly depicting sexual activity, one can refer to TABLE II to see that 17 of the URLs (1.7%) contained such material. Using the supercategory containing that material, 9.9% of the URLs contained material that one could imagine being filtered by anyone inclined to apply content filters. However, 380 of the 1000 constructed URLs did not exist as Tumblr sites. Thus, 2.74% of the valid URLs contained content depicting explicit sexual activity, and 15.97% contained material categorized as giving concern. Thinking of the content not in terms of the number of URLs but the amount of content located at a URL 3  181  concern  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  1  sports  6  115  banter  2  2  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  technews  3  794  commerce  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  travel  21  2521  culture  2  2  3  1  3  2  0  5  1  2  whimsy  34  7497  banter  8  0  1  1  6  7  3  0  5  3 (for those URLs that exist, i.e. not falling under not-found), TABLE III refers to the item count categories used to classify URLs in relation to the amount of content they contain; of those that have more than 500 items posted, 11.34% contain items depicting sexual activity explicitly (among other items, and in varying proportions among those other items). 2) Volume of posts: To help profile the sentiment distribution, Fig. 4 provides violin plots of sentiment assigned to the categorical representation of counts of items posted to URLs for each category. The greater mass of URLs that contain content in the category sex is indexed by names that are accorded negative sentiment. Fig. 5 profiles supercategories. These show greater mass of negative sentiment as a function of volume of posting for populous categories. categories used here to label content. It might be that the quantity of posting correlates with strength of sentiment. In order to test the association, this section explores the extent to which the category and supercategory labels used here can be reliably predicted. This is assessed with logistic regression [11] , and decision trees [12] , [13] . The task here is not to build an optimal classifier based on all known constraints in relation to the data (such as, for example, in the content filtering task that false negatives on some category labels are more costly than others). Rather, the task is to assess whether strong associations between sentiment and language choice on one hand and category labels on the other hand exist. A decision tree classifier which is considers only the raw the sentiment score and the language, achieves (ignoring the category label nf), using 10-fold cross validation, correctly classifies 28.7% of instances using the large set of categories. This is equivalent to the majority classification guesser without further constraints. Using supercategories and not the initial category labels, 27.1% of instances are classified correctly. If the task includes also guessing the non-existence of URLs, then the base category set majority classifier correctly labels 38% of instances (nf), while an decision tree labels 39.1% correctly; with supercategories, a decision tree correctly labels 37.3%, again with less than the 38% correct baseline labelling.
As visible in TABLE II, the dataset is such that many combinations of categories are not witnessed at all, and many have a small number of instances, so that systematic differences are not available (of URLs that contain no content in English and German, these tend to be named by expressions with negative sentiment, and in Italian and Swedish, with positive sentiment expressions, but URLs with only "hello-world" postings are named with more negative sentiment expressions in Swedish, Spanish and English and more positive sentiment expressions in Italian; thus, except for the case of English, these trends are opposed but in relation to seemingly very similar overtures). Considering the data through supercategories reveals more structure (TABLE IV) : across the five languages, more negative than positive expressions name URLs that are likely to be of concern to anyone who wishing to filter web content. To use logistic regression, a binary variable, CONCERN, is constructed set equal to one if the supercategory of an item is concern and zero otherwise. A generalized linear model (with binomial error family) is built to test the influence of language, sentiment and sentiment intensity on CONCERN. The value of sentiment is determined by the original German language expression giving rise to the URLs tested having appeared in the negative wordlist or the positive wordlists. Intensity is the absolute value of the sentiment score recorded in the source sentiment lexicon [5] . Higher order effects were not significant, nor was the effect of sentiment intensity. However, sentiment polarity is significant with negative sentiment items having a greater chance of participating in URLs with content falling in the category concern (χ 2 < 0.02) and with a significant influence of language (χ 2 < 3.2 * 10 −5 ), with Swedish and German less likely to have content of concern than English, Spanish or Italian. Within languages, the proportion of URLs that have content of concern versus those that do not is greater for URLs derived from negative wordlist items than for positive wordlist items, but the contrast is not significant within any one language. 7 Content that is fittingly categorized as banter seems positive, and in relation to TABLE IV appears, except for Swedish, to arise from more URLs from the positive wordlist than from the negative wordlist. However, this general trend is not significant. For other categories, polarity-related trends are less marked than for concern on the negative side and banter on the positive side.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The research reported here must be regarded as a first step in analyzing multimodal conformity of expression between blog names and content. Although content at 1000 URLS was examined (by the author alone) after translating 200 German terms into four other languages, this represents 5.8% of the base form German source list. The task is amenable to scaling both with additional human judges, sentiment lexica and social The technical means of assessing images that are "streamed" rather than located at a URL, one may presume can be made available. The current work presents a methodology for such scaled experimentation. A popular media claim [9] has been further quantified. While 22% of links into Tumblr content may be from sites sponsoring adult content, in the non-random sample considered here, 8 just under 3% of URLs contained adult content and approximately 11% of URLs with more than 500 posted contained adult content. This is consistent with the total percentage of items depicting explicit sexual activity posted reaching 22% or more, but seems unlikely.
A contribution of this research is the dataset, which is available to other researchers. 9 The dataset developed includes the translated forms corresponding to the starting-point sentiment lexicon for German, with derived URLs and classifications according to content categorization, coarse-grained quantification of content and annotation of year of last update.
The research here is relevant to applications like large scale off-line indexing of images located on the web [15] , but the purpose here is closer to that in which relations between word meaning and image are used to improve overall document understanding [16] . The main finding here supports that this sort of cross-reference in meaning may apply to affective content as well as propositional content. For some categories, 8 The sample is constructed from random samples of words that were scored as having either positive or negative sentiment. 9 See http://www.scss.tcd.ie/Carl.Vogel/MultiModalConformity/.
e.g. concern, there is evidence that relations hold constant across languages, while for others, e.g. banter, the choice of language matters more. The direct consequence is in-principle support for selective offensive content filtering on the basis of URL names, without inspection of images.
